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Drive.. This is a verified problem
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it occurs and how to. When a
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solenoid fails you could lose all
gears or certain gears. The
transmission may shift hard or
not at all. Can be intermittent.
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Actuator Solenoid Circuit (MR,
Cel.) Trouble Code Fault
Location Probable Cause;
P0018 : Crankshaft
position/camshaft position, bank
2 sensor A -correlation : Wiring,
CKP sensor, CMP sensor,
mechanical fault. Toyota
Problems.com provides free
information about Toyota TSBs
(Technical Service Bulletins),
recalls & defects.
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how to. Toyota Problems.com provides free information about
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CMP sensor, mechanical fault. Toyota Problems.com provides
free information about Toyota TSBs (Technical Service
Bulletins), recalls & defects. DETROIT (Reuters) -- Toyota
Motor Corp.'s U.S. unit is recalling about 694,000 Sienna
minivans in North America due to a shift lever problem. Toyota
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